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ABSTRACT 
 Image watermarking is one of the efficient technique to send the secrete information from sender to receiver. The concept 
of information hiding using mosaic images is also an efficient technique of keeping the information secretes. The existing 
technique of information hiding using LSB based embedding of information and then using greedy search algorithm for the 
searching of images tile into the database. The technique implemented in the literature so far provides more error rate and 
also the time complexity is greater, since it uses the concept of greedy search for the searching of most similar image tile 
in the database. Our proposed technique does not require searching of the tile images resulting in a lower computational 
time. The proposed technique is based on the concept of watermarking, where the secrete image is converted into a 
number of tiles and then each of the tile image is converted into binary value. These binary values are used as a secrete 
key from which the cover image is encrypted and decrypted. 
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Introduction  
MOSAIC is a type of artwork created by composing small pieces of materials like stone, glass, tile, etc. made-up 
in earliest era, they are still used in many applications today. Mosaic image is an image produced by arranging many 
smaller tile images to form a vibrant larger image. At Design a Mosaic, we use the digital images for the tile photos to re-
create another one of the images. In essence, your smaller images will make up your larger image [1].  
Mosaic Images 
MOSAIC is a type of artwork created by composing small pieces of materials (glass, tile, stone, etc.) invented in 
ancient time they are still used in many applications today. Mosaic image is an image produced by arranging many smaller 
tile images to form a vibrant larger image. At Design a Mosaic, we use the digital images for the tile photos to re-create 
another one of the images. In essence, your smaller images will make up your larger image.  
Types of Mosaic 
There are two kinds of mosaic, depending on how the matching is done. 
Simpler Kind: 
In this type, each element of the target image is averaged down to a single colour. Each of the library images is 
also reduced to a single colon. Each part of the target image is then replaced with one from the library where these 
colours are as comparable as possible. In upshot, the target image is concentrated in resolution and then each of the 
resultant pixels is replaced with an image whose average colour matches that pixel. 
Advanced Kind: 
In the more advanced kind of camera-friendly mosaic, the target image is not down sampled, and the 
harmonizing is done by evaluating each pixel in the rectangle to the corresponding pixel from each store image. The 
rectangle in the objective is then substituted with the library image that minimizes the total difference. This requires much 
more computation than the simple kind, but the outcomes can be much enhanced since the pixel-by-pixel matching can 
preserve the resolution of the target image. 
Encryption and Decryption of Mosaic Images 
Secret images can also be protected using the same encryption and decryption process. Image processing is a 
wide area which contains many processes. Such processes are involved for image encryption and decryption. Many 
cryptography techniques are used to encrypt the confidential data. A secret key is used to encrypt the data then retrieve 
the secret data by decryption process using appropriate key. Image capturing, image identification, image segmentation, 
image improvement, image compression, morphing are some basic operations of image processing. A new type of art 
image, called secret-fragment-visible mosaic image that encloses minute fragments of a given source image is proposed 
in this study. Examining such a kind of mosaic image, one can observe all the fragments of the source image, but the 
fragments are accordingly minute in size and as a result unsystematic in position that the spectator cannot understand 
what the source image seems appear. Hence, the source image may be believed to be secretly entrenched in the 
resulting mosaic image, while the fragment pieces are all observable to the witness. This is the motive, why the resulting 
mosaic image is named secret-fragment-visible. More specifically, as illustrated by Fig. 1, a secret image is first divided 
into rectangular-shaped fragments, called tile images, which are fitted next into a target image selected from a database to 
create a mosaic image. The number of usable tile images for this operation is limited by the size of the secret image and 
that of the tile images. This is not the case in traditional mosaic image creation where available tile images for use 
essentially are unlimited in number because the tile images are not generated from the secret image and may be used 
continually. Then, the information of tile-image appropriate is entrenched into some blocks of the mosaic image, which are 
selected randomly by a secret key. Accordingly, an observer possessing the key can reconstruct the secret image by 
retrieving the embedded information, while a hacker without the key cannot. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Type of a Mosaic Image 
Cryptography technique is used to encrypt the confidential data. A secret key is used to encrypt the data then 
retrieve the secret data by decryption process using appropriate key. Here Secret images can also be protected using the 
same encryption and decryption process. Image processing is a wide area which contains many processes. Such 
processes are involved for image encryption and decryption. Image capturing, image identification, image segmentation, 
image improvement, image compression, morphing are some basic operations of image processing. In this paper secret 
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image is going to hide on another image and it is called as encrypted image. Normally encrypted image looks like a 
blurred image. It exposes itself that it has some hidden image. Secret visible mosaic image technique is used to create an 
encrypted image without blur effect.  
  In this technique image segmentation operation is performed to divide the secret image. Then embed 
those fragments on to another cover image hence it is said to be secret mosaic image. Image compression operation is 
performed to compress the encrypted image. Then corresponding image decompression technique is used to extract the 
encrypted image. Secret image can be reconstructed by retrieving the tiles using key from the encrypted image. Image 
segmentation is a process of partitioning an image into multiple segments. This operation is used to simplify the image 
and to change the representation of image in desired view. It is also used to locate the objects and its boundaries. It helps 
to monitoring or processing the small parts of image. Segmentation subdivides an image into its constituent regions or 
objects. 
  Many methods have been proposed to create different types of mosaic images by computer. Photo-
mosaic, Crystallization mosaic, ancient mosaic and puzzle image mosaic are four types of mosaic images. The first two 
types are obtained from decomposing a source image into tiles (with different colours, sizes, and rotations) and 
reconstructing the image by properly painting the tiles, and therefore they both may be entitled tile mosaics. The additional 
two types of mosaics are acquired by fitting images from a database to cover an assigned source image, and both may be 
described as multi-picture mosaics. Image compression, the art and science of reducing the amount of data required to 
represent an image. Compression is performed by removing some redundant data there by size of image can be reduced. 
In case of compressing encrypted image data loss during extraction cannot be accepted. So lossless predictive coding is 
used for compression and decompression of encrypted mosaic image. 
Mosaic Creature 
Mosaic Creator creates a large regular mosaic patterned images made of a lot of tiny cells. Mosaic Creator 
permits creating standard photo mosaics as other similar photo mosaic software. Also it can provide excellent images 
using slightest image collections with fine colour enhance. Specific for Mosaic Creator are optional non rectangular pattern 
cell shapes like triangle, puzzle shape, hexagon, etc. 
Mosaic Creator includes pattern shape editor for user defined patterns (only in professional version). We can 
start to create mosaics only with one image. We must select cell images, source image, and destination image size and 
pattern type. Web can enhance the rendering process by fine colour modifying the unit images, and wind up the resultant 
mosaic image by adding cell boundaries. There are no limit for numerous cell images and output mosaic file volume. The 
Mosaic Wizard makes straightforward the process of mosaic explanation. Mosaic Creator can arrange thumbnails with 
clickable image map (Web picture gallery) and render video animations. 
Secret-Fragment-Visible Mosaic Image: 
This type of mosaic images contains [2] small fragments of a given source image is proposed. Observing such a 
type of mosaic image, one can see all the trash of the source image, but the fragments are accordingly little in size and so 
arbitrary in arrangement that the viewer cannot understand what the source image looks like. For that reason, the source 
image may be assumed to be surreptitiously embedded in the resulting mosaic image. To create a mosaic image we place 
the tile images into the target image. The placing of tile is in a format. We are not placing the tile in sequence manner, 
instead of this find out the best fit for the particular tile and then placed in that corresponding coordinates. Specific 
algorithm is used to find the best fit of the tile image as well as using the same similarity target image our output quality will 
be little more dropped. The recovery process is done by splitting the mosaic created image based on the position of the 
tile image placed in target image. Retrieve the previously embedded tile image fitting information from the mosaic image. 
Restructure the secret image from the mosaic image using the retrieved information. After the recovery of the tile images 
from the created image, then we will combined the recovered tile to get the whole image as same as the input source 
image [2]. 
The Image Restoration 
The quality of the historical photograph [3] is poor, many scratches and dust are clearly visible at several places. 
An inaccurate camera focus (with large format cameras of that time, it was complicated to accomplish an elevated 
exactitude of focusing) has caused image fuzziness. The aging effect also has a profound impact on certain areas of the 
picture which manifest as additional blurring. Most of the components in black and white photography (fine-grained and 
superficial silver, with gelatine, albumin or collodium as a binding agent) are affected by environmental conditions and the 
stability of photographic pictures is limited by the properties of each of the substances. The removal of these degradations 
on the historical mosaic photograph requires an appropriate image restoration technique which would decrease the noise 
impact and increase the image sharpness. 
Before any effort to detect mutual differences can start, the geometrical correspondence of images has to be 
assured. This process is called image registration [3]. Since the images were taken from different locations of the camera, 
their geometry is different. After the alignment, all objects which did not change their position in the scene will be at the 
same part of the images. Then, by means of simple image overlaying, we can easily identify parts where the mosaic was 
changed with respect to its state in 1879. There are various registration methods that remove geometrical differences of 
images. The big differences between our images due to the discrepancy of intensity values, blurring, scratches, noise, etc. 
preclude using of classical correlation like methods. Feature based methods, which use extracted features and their 
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estimated correspondence, or up-to- date multimodal area based techniques are appropriate candidates for the solution of 
this task [3]. 
Change Detection 
After transforming and [3] overlaying the registered images of the historical and current mosaic state, many 
differences, not visible before, became apparent. Examples of the identified differences can be seen in Fig. 2, where two 
test parts of the mosaic are presented. In the Resurrection scene, examples of the differences include the following: the 
haircut of the figure has an extra wave, the ornamental patterns on the right side are corrupted and have a different shape 
now and a part of the coffin edge is missing. In the Jesus Christ scene, the rays under Jesus Christ are missing, the shape 
of Jesus‟ beard is changed and the collar of one of the angels is different, to name a few. The task was very difficult due to 
the low image quality and missing color information on the historical photograph; however, we were able to identify 
differences which could bring new ideas to the understanding of the mosaic and which were appreciated by art historians. 
Exixting Work 
I-Jen Lai and Wen-Hsiang Tsai [1] proposed Secret-Fragment-Visible Mosaic Image – A New Computer Art and 
its Application to Information Hiding. For creating a mosaic image from a given surreptitious color image, the 3-D color 
space is distorted into a new 1-D color scale, based on new image measure is proposed for selecting from a database, a 
target image that is the most similar to the given secret image. In this proposed method first find a similar surface image in 
the secret image to fit into each block in the target image. The information of the overlay image appropriate sequence is 
embedded into randomly-selected pixels in the created mosaic image by a lossless LSB replacement scheme using a 
secret key; without the key, the secret image cannot be recovered. This method, initially deliberate for dealing with colour 
images, is also extensive to create grayscale mosaic images that are useful for hiding text-type grayscale document 
images. Specifically, a new color scale and a new grayscale have been proposed to define a new -feature and a new -
feature, which then are used to define appropriate similarity measures for images and blocks for generating secret-
fragment-visible mosaic images more effectively. Tile-image fitting information for secret image recovery is embedded into 
randomly-selected tile images in the resulting mosaic image controlled by a secret key. Good mosaic image creation 
results are guaranteed only when the database is large in size so that the selected target image can be sufficiently similar 
to the input secret image [1]. 
Grayscale Features of Blocks and Mosaic Image Creation and Recovery:  
It is often encountered that the secret image is a grayscale one. This could happen when the image is obtained, 
through various ways like scanning, from paper documents mainly with text substances. In this case, the chosen objective 
image apparently should be of the same type, namely, a grayscale image; and the generated mosaic image is also a 
grayscale one. First, the color image database should be converted into a grayscale version. For this, the color values 
(r,g,b) of every pixel in each image in the database is transformed in this study into a 1-D grayscale value by the equation 
y= 0.177 X r + 0.813 X g + 0.011 X b where the weights for , , and are taken to be the coefficients of the luminance (the 
component) used in the transformation from the RGB model to the YUV one. The motivation for implementing such 
weights as an alternative of the conventional value of 1/3 for each color channel is based again on the previously-
mentioned human eye‟s higher sensitivity to the green color [1]. 
High-quality mosaic image creation results are guaranteed only when the database is large in size so that the 
selected target image can be sufficiently similar to the input secret image. Future works may be directed to allowing users 
to select target images from a smaller-sized database or even freely without using a database, in addition to developing 
additional information hiding applications using the proposed secret-fragment-visible mosaic images [1]. 
M. Karthika and B. Amutha proposed Random-Generated Image Mosaics for Secret Image Hiding [2]. In this 
scheme, an image mosaic is produced as a reproduction of an original image. The regain image is similar of the input 
image. When the image mosaic generated in starting of process then original image was divided into many tiles. Before 
splitting the image it compares with the image for mosaic creation. A search algorithm has also been proposed for 
searching the tile images in a secret image for the most similar ones to fit the target blocks of a selected target image 
more proficiently. The final image mosaic is generated by substituting each tile with its best matching image [2]. 
An image mosaic is generated as a reproduction of an original image. In detail the input and the output is same, 
because the input image is merged with target image and in other side original image is reconstructed by some algorithm. 
The retrieve image is same as that of the input image. When the image mosaic generating process starts original image is 
divided into many tiles. Before split the image, the compare the image for mosaic creation. For each tile, its colour value is 
matched with target image for best fit of tile. A search algorithm has also been proposed for searching the tile images in a 
secret image for the most similar ones to fit the target blocks of a selected target image more efficiently [2]. 
Vignesh. K proposed in year 2012, Mosaic Image Encryption with Error Free Compression and Reconstruction 
[4]. In this method the encrypted image does not interpretation that it contains some secreted information. Secret image is 
separated into small fragments with explicit size. Those small fragments are embedded on to a pre elected target image. 
The disjointed tiles are embedded by LSB replacement scheme using secret key.  Encrypted image should be reduced in 
size for easier transmission.  This compressed image may loss some data during extraction, consequently lossless 
compression method is used to decrease the size of encrypted image. Error less or lossless compression technique has 
been used to decrease the size of encrypted image, thus it is quite easy to transmit and receive the data. Compressed 
encrypted data can be transmitted easily to preferred destination and receive the data without any data loss are assured. 
Therefore the secret data can be shared in a protected way using secret fragment visible mosaic image method [4].  
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  In this technique image segmentation operation is performed to divide the secret image. Then embed 
those fragments on to another cover image hence it is said to be secret mosaic image. Image compression operation is 
performed to compress the encrypted image. Then corresponding image decompression technique is used to extract the 
encrypted image. Secret image can be reconstructed by retrieving the tiles using key from the encrypted image [4]. Image 
segmentation is a procedure of division an image into multiple segments. This function is used to simplify the image and to 
transform the representation of image in preferred view. It is also used to establish the objects and its boundaries. It helps 
to supervising or processing the small parts of image. Segmentation subdivides an image into its component regions or 
objects [4]. 
In proposed system, the confidential image is hidden into target image by using mosaic image algorithms [4]. 
With secret key, efficient LSB replacement algorithm is used to embed the secret image fragments to from mosaic image 
without blur effect. Size of the encrypted mosaic image is going to reduce by using error free compression technique. 
Lossless predictive compression method is used to compress the image. The compressed image can be sent to desired 
destination. Decompression process is performed by reverse the lossless compression technique. Using the appropriate 
key secret image fragments are retrieved and reconstructed into its original state without loss using reverse lossless LSB 
replacement scheme [4]. 
These processes can be carried out in five modules [4]. They are: 
Fragmentation of secret image 
Embedding secret image fragments on the target image 
Compression and transmission of mosaic image 
Reception and decompression of mosaic image 
Retrieval and Reconstruction of secret image   
In 201,1 Patil et al. proposed Mosaicing of Torn Document Images [5]. They work on mosaicing torn document 
images, it has reliable performance, fast document recovery capability and on-screen visual verification. Their architecture 
for mosaicing of torn document images involves various stages. The first stage comprises the scanning of the two 
fragments of the ripped up document like non-uniform sides face each other. The fragments consist of both uniform and 
non-uniform boundaries. The fragments are scanned jointly in a single frame. During the method, the working area is 
condensed by applying a bounding box around the fragments. In the further stage, boundaries of these fragments are 
identified. In order to link the two fragments, two different points are plotted on each fragment manually and the fragments 
are joined based on these orientation points. The re-constructed document image was displayed for visual verification. 
This method can be applicable for all kinds of document irrespective of its content [5].  
Document is a substantiation of an occurrence. They play a very important role in the day to day activities of all 
organizations. Agile document management techniques involves managing the documents manually by creating storage 
space which consumes more space and also increased cost of maintenance due to various factors like insect attack, 
ageing and careless manual handling caused harm. In order to repossess the information lost due to the damage, the 
technique of mosaicing is employed where in much of work done so far in this field involves joining of the fragments using 
the overlapping method based on scanning each fragment of the ripped document individually [5]. 
In the present work of Mosaicing Torn Document Images, Patil et al. made an effort of stitching two fragments [5]. 
The fragments here are scanned together in a single frame. Throughout the process, the operational region is reduced by 
applying a bounding box around the fragments. In the next level, borders of these fragments are detected. In order to join 
the two fragments, two individual points are conspired on each fragment manually and the fragments are joined based on 
these reference points [5]. 
Xi Shao et al. presented Image Mosaics Base on Homogeneous Coordinates [6].  As far as vision of human eyes 
and camera lens is considered it is observed the camera lens lakes the vision as compared to human eyes. So to take 
larger view picture is difficult. To overcome this problem multiple pictures are combined together to form a large image this 
is known as panoramic mosaics. An efficient method for panoramic mosaics was presented by Xi Shao et al. [6]. They use 
homogeneous coordinates to represents image points. RGB channel has overlapped points are interpolated to generate 
mosaics after projecting the points from different images to the referred image. As computerized video becomes 
omnipresent with the development of communication, storage, and exploitation capabilities, it will propose a prosperous 
source of images for computer graphics applications [6]. 
Sugita et al. present a Visionary Mixture Method for Generating Colored-Paper Mosaic Images that is colored 
paper mosaic [7]. This method uses dithering technique for generating the colours illusion in original images using limited 
colored-paper tiles. While other traditional methods uses original colored images. Visionary mixture method generate 
colored –paper mosaic image instead of image colour from dithering, this will reduce visual artifacts.  They define 
multiresolution spline technique for combining two or more images into a larger image Mosaic [8]. In this spline image was 
decomposed in band pass filters components then image components are assembled using spatial frequency and 
corresponding band pass mosaic. The image is joining according to weighted average within a transition zone which is 
comparative in size to the wave lengths of band. Further this image is added to obtain desired image. During adding of 
image multiresolution spline method is quite general technique for forming image mosaics [8]. 
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A survey on Mosaic digital framework was proposed by S. Battiato et al. [9]. They survey about unified framework 
based several methods to transform raster input images into good quality mosaics. They surveyed several approaches to 
NPR of digital images in the field of mosaic generation. Some methods also jointly work to enhance the output of mosaic. 
As per survey they [9] categorized mosaic as „ancient‟ mosaics, crystallization‟ mosaics, „photo‟-mosaics and „puzzle 
image‟ mosaics. They also suggest merging multiple schemes for betterment. 
S. Battiato et al. surveyed several approaches to NPR of digital images in the field of mosaic production [9]. The 
varieties of methods have been grouped collectively according to the main features. In particular, they singled out four 
different kinds of mosaics: „crystallization‟ mosaics, „ancient‟ mosaics, „photo‟-mosaics and „puzzle image‟ mosaics. It is 
also possible to group the mosaic creation methods by using unusual criterion. The general and special ideas between the 
methods had been reported and explained. The different methods had been compared also with respect to the overall 
performances both in terms of achieved visual effects and computational complexity [9]. 
A novel approach for artificial mosaic generation based on Gradient Vector Flow is proposed by S. Battiato et al. 
[10]. GVF computation are used together with heuristics to maximize the covered mosaic area are used. The high 
frequency details are used to manage in a global way allowing for preserving the mosaic-style also for small ones. This 
scheme is better as compared to traditional method [10]. Yoshinori Dobashi et al. propose a non-photorealistic rendering 
method that creates an artistic effect called mosaicing [11]. This method converts images in to mosaic image using 
Voronoi diagram. This voronoi diagram is used to optimize error between the original image and the resulting image is as 
small as possible. The sites and edges of the Voronoi diagram are used to mosaic the image. This technique was useful to 
stained-glass-style images as a non-photorealistic rendering technique [11]. 
This method consists of two processes [11]. In the first process, the mosaic image is automatically generated by 
creating the optimal Voronoi diagram so that the error between the original image and the resulting image becomes as 
small as possible. The second process allows the user to add various effects to the mosaic image created by the first step. 
The second process is designed in accordance with our observation of stained glass windows since stained glass is one 
of the applications that use mosaic images. One important feature is that there are color variations in each region of the 
blemished glass. In earlier methods, nevertheless, each tile in the mosaic image has a single color. Moreover, contours of 
pictures depicted in windows are expressed by using boundaries between glass sections. The second process of our 
method provides ways to add these two visual effects, that is, edge enhancement and color variations in each tile [11]. 
Definition of Voronoi Diagrams: As shown in Figure 2, a Voronoi diagram of a set of "sites" (points) is a 
collection of regions that divide up the plane. Each region ("Voronoi region") corresponds to one site, and all the points in 
one constituency are nearer to the corresponding site than to any other site. The boundary (i.e. "Voronoi edge") between 
two adjacent regions is a line segment, and the line that holds it is the at a 90 degree angle bisector of the segment joining 
the two sites [11]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    Figure 2: Voronoi Diagrams [11] 
 
For efficient computation, the proposed method uses discrete Voronoi diagrams in which the sites are located at 
pixel centers. They utilize a fast method using graphics hardware for computing the discrete Voronoi diagrams. This 
method can compute the discrete Voronoi diagrams by drawing cones using graphics hardware [11]. 
Calculation of Voronoi Diagram: When using the Voronoi image generated in the pattern generation 
Process, the Voronoi edges and the adjacency relations between Voronoi regions are not accurately extracted. So, we 
calculate them exactly using the information of each site position with the analytical algorithm for generating Voronoi 
diagrams. The various methods to generate Voronoi diagrams, including the incremental method used in this method [11]. 
Ming-Shing Su et al [12] proposed Analysis on Multiresolution Mosaic Images. In their proposed scheme, the to-
be-combined images are first predictable into wavelet subspaces. The images expected into the similar wavelet space are 
then blended. Their blending function is consequent from an energy minimization model which balances the smoothness 
around the overlapped region and the fidelity of the blended image to the actual images [12]. The two dissimilarity terms 
are balanced by an additional parameter. By adjusting this parameter, they can improve the subjective quality of the 
mosaic image. 
S. Jayaprakash et al [13] suggested Secret Image Hiding in Target Image of Mosaic Form. A new type of art 
image, called secret-fragment-visible mosaic image that includes tiny fragments of a specified source image anticipated in 
this study. Monitoring such a type of mosaic image, one can see all the wreckage of the source image, but the fragments 
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are so insignificant in size and so arbitrary in position that the observer cannot figure out what the source image looks like. 
Thus, the source image may be supposed to be clandestinely embedded in the resulting mosaic image, nevertheless the 
fragment portion are all noticeable to the viewer. And because of this reason, why the consequential mosaic image is 
called secret-fragment-visible? Because of this characteristic of the new mosaic image, it may be used a carrier of a secret 
source image in the disguise of another − a target image of a different content. This is a new technique of information 
hiding, not set up in the literature up to now. It is useful for the application of concealed communication or secure keeping 
of secret images [13]. 
Database Construction: If a selected target image from the database is dissimilar to a given secret image, 
the created mosaic image will be distinct from the target one, resulting in a reduction of the information hiding effect. To 
generate a better result, the database should be as large as possible. Searching a database for a target image with the 
highest similarity to a given secret image is a problem of content-based image retrieval. In general, the content of an 
image may be described by features like shape, texture, color, etc. Due to the use of small tile images in the proposed 
method, which are the fragments of the surreptitious image, it is originate in this study that the mainly efficient 
characteristic, which affects the largely visual manifestation of the resulting mosaic image, is color. Therefore, they focus 
on extracting color distributions from images to define an appropriate image similarity measure for use in target image 
selection in this study [13]. 
Lisha and Kavitha presented An Efficient Steganography with Mosaic Images for Covert Communication [14].  
The new art which can be used for secure keeping or covert communication of undisclosed images. This kind of mosaic 
image is self-possessed of small fragments of an input secret image and though all the fragments of the secret image can 
be seen evidently, they are so minute in size and consequently indiscriminate in position that people cannot figure out 
what the source secret image looks like. A narrative algorithm has also been offered for searching the tile images in a 
secret image for the most similar ones to fit the target blocks of a selected target image more efficiently [14]. 
(i) Image similarity and target image selection 
The very first process of the project is picking or selecting most similar image for the source image. Choosing of 
target image is the significant process, as of producing the mosaic for source image. In this scheme [14], an efficient 
image similarity algorithm for comparison is used. Input for image similarity is the images and output of this is a 
percentage value for both secret and the target image. The assessment returns from the algorithm determine how the 
resemblance is? The input of image is specified by the user only. If the participation is text image or text file, he painted 
image is not appropriate. The subsequent step is to divide source image [14].    
(ii) Mosaic generation:  
Before generating mosaic procedure, split target image into extremely tiny size. Here use distinct splitting 
algorithm for divide the target image and the size of the target image and tile is dissimilar. When the target image size is 
great can‟t capable to find the perfect equivalent for tile. If it is little in size competent to discover the perfect match for 
every tile. The splitting of target image is judgment the best fit for the tiles in the target image. The main problem behind 
this is there some replication of each image of tile and size of output image is too large compare to input image. Then 
judge against the tile with all the splitted target images and get position of perfect match where the particular image is to 
be located. After the discovery of the best fit procedure, create an empty image with the back color is black [14]. 
The output image is made based on the location. Then get situation of target image and situate the tile into the 
blank black image. Concatenate output image will identical as like that of target image. Here the introduction will not 
extend beyond another image for that place image in a basis of tile image. Volume of output image is not forecasted 
previously, output image size is based on the insertion of the tile image. As per the tile images will not go beyond each 
other. The output image is with slight eminence drop losing but not more. The tile image size is excessively diminutive 
then the computation time is elevated. The state of correct a tile image is characterized by a vertex of the graph, and the 
accomplishment of appropriate the tile image into a target block may be represented by an edge of the graph with its 
weight taken to be the similarity value between the pixels‟ colours of the tile image and those of the target block. As 
supposed before the above process is for the text image, and here the target image is completely crammed with tile 
images and background image is disappeared fully [14].   
(iii) Reconstruction of secret image: 
This is the final step of the project; the output is same as the input in sender area. Before going to reforming first 
de-embedded the image file and the text file. Afterward do the formation process in overturn process. De-embedded the 
file initial and then divide the mosaic produced output image with the basis of text file and named the image as 
represented in text file. The recover method is based on width and height of tile image in mosaic construction process. 
Crack the mosaic image with duplicates as belong to size of tile and named it as name in position file [14]. 
  PROPOSED METHDOLOGY 
i. We take a original image i.e. cover image 
ii. Take secret image divide into tiles 
iii. Convert each tile image into binary value through DCT 
iv. Form secret value by combining all the value. 
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v. Embed this secret value into original image. THROUGH inverse DCT 
vi. Send to  receiver 
vii. Extraction of secret value. 
viii. Convert it into tiles. 
ix. Combine these tiles to form secret image. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Result Analysis 
Figure 3 shows the division of secrete image into a number of tiles. The secret image to be send to receiver is 
first divided into tiles of different sizes, according to which each of the tile is converted into binary value from which a 
secrete key is created. 
 
 
 
                                               
 
 
 
Figure 3: Division of secrete image into tiles 
The figure 4 shows the cover image into which the secrete tiles are embedded. The tiles are embedded not on 
the whole image but according to the regions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                      Figure 4: Cover Image                        Figure 5: Image after embedded secrete tiles into image 
The figure 5 shows the image after embedding the binary values into the cover image. 
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Table 1: Result Analysis of existing work 
No. of tiles MSE NAE NCC PSNR 
6 0.2161 0.0019 1.0009 54.7848 
12 0.2165 0.0019 1.0012 54.7753 
15 0.3045 0.0017 1.0013 55.7849 
18 0.2836 0.00189 1.0011 54.3479 
20 0.2967 0.00185 1.0009 55.8452 
 
Table 2:  Result Analysis of Proposed Work 
No. of tiles MSE NAE NCC PSNR 
6 0.1673 0.0004 1.16723 59.5623 
12 0.1683 0.00045 1.16345 59.5752 
15 0.2956 0.00052 1.17893 60.4658 
18 0.2635 0.00067 1.16238 59.6774 
20 0.2745 0.00049 1.73567 60.2459 
 
 
Figure 6: Comparitive analysis on Error rate 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
               Figure 7: Comparitive Analysis of PSNR                     Figure 8: Comparitive Analysis of Time Computation 
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CONCLUSION 
The proposed technique implemented in this paper is keeping the image or any information more secure one and 
chances of attacks are less. Also the secrete image received at the receiver side is exactly same as the original one, 
hence the error rate is also less. The secrete image when divided into tiles and send over the channel should also has 
high PSNR. The comparative analysis shows that the proposed method is more efficient one as compared to the existing 
techniques of information hiding using mosaic images. 
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